More than ever, educators, administrators and regulators
are looking for scalable virtual classroom and testing
center solutions that can handle unlimited parallel
sessions, accommodate flexible group sizes, and be
accessed on practically any device.
Now with Frozen Mountain’s LiveSwitchTM, e-learning providers can tap into previously
unleveraged distance education experiences using AI-ready live video streaming and
conferencing to engage students anywhere in the world, simplify e-collaboration activities,
and ensure integrity while administering online exams.
The LiveSwitchTM live video platform and AI-ready API can integrate classrooms and testing
centers with a wide range of scalable features, providing educators, administrators, and
regulators with unprecedented access to e-classroom data and experiences like never
before.

For Program and Testing Administrators
Program and Testing Administrators are now able to more effectively validate
changes and report on student engagement levels and student/proctor
integrity on a per-session basis.

For Educators
Educators can now identify and measure in concrete terms which course
content resonates most with students and leverage it to positively influence
test scores, graduation rates, and learning.

For Compliance Regulators
Organizations can now provide Compliance Regulators with stronger proof
they are detecting and preventing fraudulent student activity during course
delivery and exams.
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Build better virtual classrooms and test center
applications with AI-Ready live voice and video.

Stretch the limits with live video.

Seriously cross-platform.

With LiveSwitchTM, take advantage of our flexible
live video and voice APIs to shorten your virtual
classroom application development timeline and
add incredible AI-driven capabilities.

Enable learners and proctors to
connect to a virtual classroom or
test center from any device, browser,
or hardware using our massive set of
client libraries.

Seamlessly monitor and scale your application
with built-in dashboards and telemetry, and unlock
dynamic capabilities to tailor your streaming
experience across thousands of concurrent users
and sessions.
At any stage of your virtual classroom or testing
platform’s growth, seamlessly integrate with
a wide range of AI-based real-time analysis
packages, providing educators, administrators,
and regulators with unprecedented access to
e-classroom data like never before.

Built to scale.
Develop dynamic applications.
Monitor and manage every session
channel all in one place. Personalize
learner and proctor interactions at a
massive scale.

Flexible integrations.
Integrate AI services and unlock
AI-driven video analysis capable of
verifying learner identities, eliminating
dishonesty, and measuring course
content effectiveness.

Make the Switch.
Are you currently using another live video platform and want
to eliminate your recurring monthly costs? Make the switch to
LiveSwitchTM - our enterprise-grade, massively scalable live
video platform, designed to easily scale with your application.
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